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Abstract: - This paper presents a new low-cost electronic control circuit actuator based on a microcontroller is
proposed for minimizing the bouncing duration of an AC permanent magnet (PM) contactor after two
mechanical contacts closing. The proposed new actuator overcomes the past bouncing problem of an
uncontrollable restrictions imposed by previously conventional AC electromagnetic (EM) contactor.
Systematically choosing an optimal closing phase angle of the coil voltage, the bouncing problems produced on
EM contactor during the closing process are improved. Therefore, the using life of contactor contacts is then
prolonged and their operating reliability is strengthened as well. To validate the feasibility of the proposed
method, some simulation and experimental procedures were performed on a prototype of the proposed AC PM
contactor in the laboratory. Testing results actually showed that bouncing duration of contactor’
s contacts after
collision was reduced.

Key-Words: - AC permanent magnet contactor, AC electromagnetic contactor, contact bounce, closing phase
angle, using life, microcontroller.

1 Introduction

According to the basic collision theory [16], it is
impossible that their interface can be maintained in
closing status when two finite bodies under initially
different velocities collide. Much work has been
carried out for this undesirable phenomenon.
However, all explored methods almost highlighted
on minimizing the moving kinetic energy of
contacts before collision or maximizing the
dissipating rate of arc heat after collision [3]. To
depress the making speed of contact prior to
contacts impact, an intelligent AC contactors model
are capable of switching on at the best closing phase
is presented and improved its lifespan effectively [4].
Shortly, several approaches based on intelligent
algorithms were used to determine the best closing
phase angle of coil voltage for different applications
[5-7]. Even though many studies regarding to the
contact-bounce control of conventional AC EM
contactor operated in the closing process have been
published, however, little attention has been paid to
control the closing contact bounce related to AC PM
contactor [12-14]. Fig. 1(a) shows the standard
controlling mechanism of a conventional AC EM
contactor. When SW is closed, the AC EM
contactor is applied to an AC voltage source and the
current flows through the coil. In addition, Fig. 1(b)
shows the typical system configuration of a new

Contactors have an essential place in the field of
electrical devices; they are used when insulation
between the control and power parts is needed. The
process of the contact bounce after the movable
contacts first touch the fixed contacts could be
repeated several times before they reach a
permanent state of contact. Generally, contactors
bouncing phenomenon during the closing process is
commonly an undesirable event [1]. The lifespan
and reliability of contactor depends upon the ability
of their contacts to diffuse the acing heat produced
during closing and opening operations [2,3].
Several critical disadvantages are often to be
found in conventional electromagnetic (EM)
contactor, such that consumes much more energy to
hold armature, produces noise at lower voltage, its
coil is easy to be burnt due to continual working
state, and removes the abnormal dropouts results
from power line disturbances like voltage sag events.
In recent years, to overcome above-mentioned
disadvantages of conventional AC EM contactor
[12], a new AC contactor with a permanent magnet
actuator (abbreviated AC PM contactor) has been
successfully developed. It has attracted more and
more attention by many researchers [13,14].
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proposed AC PM contactor. Note that an electronic
control unit is included and connected with an AC
voltage source and AC PM contactor coil in series.
As a result of permanent-magnet force forced on
armature, not only the fast transition result is
achieved during the closing process, but also little
energy is consumed during the holding process.
Moreover, the objective of this paper is to present a
controlling method for minimizing the kinetic
energy of movable contacts based on purposely
choosing the closing phase angle of coil voltage of
AC PM contactor. Therefore, the lifespan and
operating reliability are hoped to be then obtained
simultaneously.
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Fig. 2. Basic structure of AC PM contactor

2.1 Electrical model
During the closing process, the closing coil will be
energized by a full-wave rectified AC voltage
source, the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 3(a).
The resultant magnetic force imposed upon the
armature within this process is the electromagnetic
force combined with permanent-magnet force.
Therefore, the transition time is generally shorter
than conventional AC EM contactor. By employing
the Kirchhof
f
’
svoltage law (KVL) to the equivalent
electric circuit of AC PM contactor, the voltage
equation can be represented and shown below:

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Sketch the structure of an (a) AC EM
contactor; (b) AC PM contactor.

d
u * (t ) i1r1  1  2U rms sin(t )
dt

(1)

where
u * (t ) : full-wave rectified AC sinusoidal voltage
source and its frequency is twice the original
applied AC sinusoidal voltage source u (t ) ;
U rms : root-mean-square value of the applied AC
voltage source;
r1 : resistance of the closing coil;
i1 : current flows through the closing coil;
1 : flux linkage produced on the closing coil, it can
be represented as 1 L1 ( x)i1 .
Because the flux that flows in the magnetic
circuit can not be changed instantaneously, it must
be a constant value during the closing process.
Substituting the representation of linkage flux 1
into (1) and yields

2 Mathematical model
As shown in Fig. 2, the structure of an AC PM
contactor is composed of three subsystems: electric
system, magnetic energy-conversion system, and
mechanical system. The magnetic energyconversion system includes the basic mechanism of
a conventional AC EM contactor; in addition, an
external permanent magnet is also arranged on
armature. This permanent magnet is generally made
of Nd-Fe-B material; so that its volume is small. To
reduce energy loss, all iron cores in the magnetic
circuit are made of the ferromagnetic material. Fig.
2 depicts that the AC PM contactor is commanded
by an electronic control unit (ECU). For a
satisfactory ECU controlled actuator, two sets of
exciting coils, such as closing coil N1 and opening
coil N 2 are together equipped with the stationary Etype iron core. The closing coil is driven during the
making course, while the opening coil is driven
during the breaking course.

u * (t ) i1 R 
L1 ( x)

di1
dt

(2)

where the generalized resistor is assumed to be
defined as R r1 (vdL1 ) / dx . As can be seen in (2),
the simplified voltage equation of contactor’
s
electric system is merely a first-order differential
equation. If the initial coil current is set to be zero,
that is i1 (0) 0 , the complete response of coil
current in (2) can be obtained and shown as follows:
V
V
t
i1 (t )  m sin( )e  m sin( wt ) (3)
Z
Z
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The reluctance in each part of magnetic circuit is
generally a function of the average length of
individual magnetic circuit. Analogue to the total
resistance in the electrical circuit, the total
reluctance R(x) in the magnetic circuit can be
obtained by using the similar calculating procedures.
Shortly, the equivalent inductance value L(x) across
the coil can also be derived by the following
formulas:

where Vm  2U rms is the amplitude of AC
sinusoidal excitation. The first term in (3) is a
transient part while the second term is a steady-state
part. The time constant is L1 / R , the impedance
Z is

(R
) 2 w 2 L1 2 , and the power factor angle 

is tan 1 ( wL1 R 
) , respectively. It is evident that the
coil current i1 (t ) includes a dc offset when the
circuit is being energized at a point of the sinusoidal
wave other than at  , and this dc-offset
component decays exponentially at a rate equal to
L1 R time constant of the electric portion of AC
PM contactor. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3(b), a
negative electromagnetic force will be produced to
overcome the holding force of the permanent
magnet when the opening coil is energized by a
breaking voltage across the capacitor C.

N2
L( x) 
R( x)

(6)

where N is the number of windings of coil. The

relationship among flux , flux density B and cross
sectional area of iron core is given by
  
 B 
dS B 
S
(7)


where B and S are the vector quantities of whose
magnitude are B and S , respectively.



(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. The equivalent electrical model of the AC
PM contactor: (a) during the closing and holding
process; (b) during the opening process

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. AC PM contactor, (a) sketch of the geometry
and (b) equivalent magnetic circuit

2.2 Magnet conversion model
The geometry and equivalent magnetic circuit of the
developed AC PM contactor is shown in Fig. 4.
Clearly, the considered magnetic mechanism of the
AC PM contactor is symmetrical. Therefore, the
magnetic circuit analysis can be then easily
simplified. Compared with the conventional AC EM
contactor, an additional permanent magnet should
be arranged on the fixed E-type core. By applying
the magnetic circuit analysis technique, the
magnetic equations of AC PM contactor can be
written below

2.3 Mechanical model
The electromagnetic force Fe (not magnetic
force Fmag ) is a function of coil current and armature
displacement. If the armature displacement is held at
a constant, then the variation of mechanical energy
is equivalent to zero. The stored magnetic coenergy
in the magnetic energy-conversion system can be
expressed as [15].




L( x) d

Wc
(, i ) 

(1 x1 3 x 3 4 )3 (3 x 3 )2 N1i1 Fmag


(3 x 3 )3 (2 x 2 3 x3 )2 i 2

0

2

2 L( x)

(4)
where the reluctances in each part of magnetic
circuit are first calculated respectively by using
reluctance principle. They are expressed as follows:

where is the dummy variable of integration. Since
the relationship between coil current and flux
linkage is given by i (, x) L( x) , and the
electromagnetic force is the derivative of the stored
magnetic coenergy. The electromagnetic force is the
derivative of the stored magnetic coenergy. Thus,
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By Newton’
s third law, the changing rate of a
system momentum varies proportionally with the
resultant force imposed upon the system and is in
the direction of that force. It follows that the vector
change in momentum of either system, in any time
interval, is equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction to the vector change in momentum of the
other. The net change in momentum of the system is
therefore zero. That is,
P f  Pi
(13)

(9)

1 
L( x)
 i2
2

x

According to the reference [14], in fact, no matter
how the permanent magnet is arranged on armature
or the fixed iron core of magnetic circuit, the effect
of the permanent-magnet force upon armature is
near to equal. The resultant force imposed upon
armature includes gravitational force, friction force,
and magnetic force. Fig. 2 shows the normal line of
installation platform is commonly parallel with the
geometrical central line of contactor mechanism and
leads to the gravitational force component that
almost does not influence on the resultant force.
Therefore, the final resultant force can be simplified
and expressed as shown below:
F Fmag F f
(10)



where, Pi and Pf

electromagnetic force and permanent-magnet force
during the closing and opening process, however, it
merely includes the holding force of permanent
magnet during holding process. F f only represents
the spring anti-force. The equation governing the
motion of armature can be directly formulated from
Newton’
s law of motion and shown below.
d2x
dt 2

(11)

where m is the mass of armature. Based on workenergy theorem in physics [16], the resultant
mechanical work done by armature can be presented
as follows:

1
1
1
m1 (v1' x ) 2  m 2 (v 2' x ) 2  m1v12x
2
2
2

Wm  Fmag dx
x

v

(12)

v0

1
1
 mv 2  mv0 2 E k
2
2

where the initial velocity of armature v 0 is zero
since the armature is stationary at opening position,
the final kinetic energy of armature or movable
contacts E k (mv 2 ) 2 is completely determined by
the final velocity of armature v before two contacts
impact.

2m1
v 2' x 
v1x
m1 m 2

(16)

m m 2
v1' x  1
v1x
m1 m 2

(17)

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. The sketch of movable contact and fixed
contact (a) before collision (b) after collision

3 The Production and Influence of
Contact Bounce
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(15)

From the expressions of linear momentum and
kinetic energy indicated in (14) and (15),
respectively, we can calculate the final velocities of
both movable contact and fixed contact after two
contacts impact and be given as follows.

x0



mv dv

are stand for the linear

momentum of movable contact before and after two
contacts impact, respectively. Since the linear
momentum of movable contact is conservative, it is
to be held a constant value before and after two
contacts impact. Currently, the contact system of
contactor can be viewed as consisting of two parts, a
movable contact and fixed contact. The mass of
movable contact is m1 and its initial moving velocity
is v1x . In contrast, the mass of fixed contact is m2
and its initial velocity v 2 x is zero, that is, stationary.
If the movable contact is collided with the fixed
contact along with a straight line, the final velocities
of these contacts can be written as follows:
m1 v1' x m 2 v 2' x m1v1x
(14)
Fig. 5 shows the sketch of the movable contact
and fixed contact before and after two contacts
impact. The total kinetic energy of contact system
should be maintained at a constant value due to the
conservative principle. In other words, the initial
total kinetic energy value of contact system is
equivalent to the one of final total kinetic energy
value. Therefore, it can be represented by

where Fmag is the magnetic force which consists of

Fmag F f m
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The fixed contact is always arranged on the fixed
mechanical frame of the contactor and as a result
assuming m1 m 2 is reasonable. Because the fixed
contact is always stationary after two contacts
linear momentum produced by movable contact will
act on the contact spring system with a linear
momentum m1 v1' x . Thus, the stretched and
compressed actions of contact spring can be repeated
for many times before attaining permanent state, that
is, contact bounce. As we known, the contact bounce
mainly depends on three influencing factors, such as
the characteristic of contact spring which is not
allowed to change for a existing products, the current
flows through the contact which is also not
controllable as long as it is lower than rating value,
and controlling the moving velocity of movable
contact prior to the impact. Obviously, the last
method is more feasible than other approaches, and it
is easy to be achieved by using controlling approach.

4

impact, the final velocity of fixed contact depicted
in (17) equals zero. In contrast, the final velocity of
movable contact is equal in magnitude and opposite
in direction of initial velocity. This means that the
contactor, such as coil current. However, the coil
current is a function of the closing phase angle of
applied AC sinusoidal voltage source. In other words,
if we carefully select a proper closing phase angle of
AC sinusoidal voltage source, an anticipated value of
coil current will be obtained and leads to the desired
value of resultant magnetic force. This result can also
be obtained from those representations shown in (3),
(9), and (11).
Fig. 6 shows a complete electronic control circuit
for the control of proposed AC PM contactor, it is
referred to as an electronic control unit (ECU) here.
The operation process of ECU is determined by the
value of applied coil voltage. The ECU is composed
of several simple digital and analogy components.
Therefore, the manufacturing cost of ECU is
inexpensive. The ECU is also designed for
controlling the closing contact bounce, improving
robustness, and monitoring other dynamic
behaviours of AC PM contactor. The remainder of
this section will be used to describe the operation of
the ECU gradually. Each functional block shown in
Fig. 6 will be described in a separate paragraph.

Microcontroller-Based Actuator

As we known, if an AC PM contactor is operated in
the closing process, the armature is not only forced
by an uncontrollable permanent-magnet force, but
also forced by a controllable electromagnetic force.
Therefore, the desired dynamic resultant magnetic
force value imposed upon armature will be derived
by controlling the one of independent variable of

Fig. 6. A microcontroller-based electronic control unit.
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4.1 Rectifier circuit

4.4 Serial-Port interface

The input portion of the ECU is equipped with a
full-wave bridge rectifier operating from an AC
sinusoidal voltage source u (t ) as indicated in Fig. 6.
It is responsible for converting the AC sinusoidal
voltage source to a dc pulsating voltage u * (t ) , as
denoted in Fig. 3. The rectified AC voltage source
u * (t ) has the same amplitude as u (t ) . However, the
frequency of u * (t ) is two times u (t ) . A metal-oxide
varistor (MOV) (it is included in ECU, but it is not
drawn in Fig. 6) is connected with the input of fullwave bridge rectifier in parallel to prevent a
suddenly produced higher transient over-voltage in
applied AC voltage source from damaging the ECU.

To provide field and remote controlling capability
with the ECU, there is a serial-port communication
interface also included in the ECU, as shown in part
D in Fig. 6. Integrated circuit U5 is combined with
its interface circuit to form a signal converter from
RS-232 level to logical type or vice versa. Moreover,
a photo-coupler is installed between microcontroller
and series port interface for increasing the operating
safety of ECU.

4.5 Breaking signal generator and driver
Normally, the electrolytic capacitor C8 should be
charged to the amplitude of AC voltage source
before opening process starts, that is 2U rms , this is
also called a breaking voltage. If the coil voltage
value is lower than the maximum releasing voltage
of the AC PM contactor, microcontroller begins to
generate a logical breaking signal and amplified to
drive power MOSFET Q8 on for performing the
opening process.

4.2 Making signal generator and driver
After the voltage value of the dc supply is stable, the
coil voltage begins to be read and justified by
microcontroller. If the sampled coil voltage attains
the desired minimum closing voltage value of AC
PM contactor, microcontroller begins producing a
making signal according to the setting of closing
phase angle of AC voltage source shown in part J of
Fig. 6, which is a logical high signal over a period
of closing time, to close the contactor. In general,
the logical making signal should be first amplified
by a voltage amplifier, as shown in the part B in Fig.
6, and then used to conduct the power MOSFET Q7.
After the closing process has been completed, this
making signal will disappear immediately.

5. Simulation and Experimental
Results and Discussions
For convenient conducting the relevant experiments,
an experimental contactor prototype has been
established in our laboratory. This contactor
prototype is allowed to be supplied to a rated rms
voltage 220 V of AC voltage source. The capacity
contactor contact is 5.5 KW and its nominal value of
the coil current is 24 A. The number of windings is
3750 turns, the resistance across two coils’terminals
is 285  , and the mass of armature is 0.115 Kg.
The contact’
s gap is 4 mm, while the air gap
between the armature and fixed iron core is about 6
mm. A permanent magnet is arranged on the central
leg of armature.

4.3 Coil voltage and current detectors
Part G in Fig. 6 depicts that the designed coil
voltage detector includes two resistors, R19 and R21.
It is connected with the full-wave rectified AC
voltage source in parallel. First, the sampled coil
voltage is amplified by a unity amplifier to increase
the load impedance, and then is sampled and fed to
microcontroller. In addition, a coil current detector,
which consists of a resistor R22, is connected with
the coil in series. The resistance of R22 should be as
small as possible to avoid affecting the coil current
value; hence, it is designed to only have 20 m .
The voltage across R22 is proportional to the coil
current. Therefore, the voltage across R22 is
sampled and justified by microcontroller through
two amplifying stages, as the part F shown in Fig. 6,
the coil current value is then easy to be calculated
by using Ohm’
s law.

ISSN: 1109-2777

5.1 Model establishment and verification
The dynamic simulation model of the AC PM
contactor,
which
was
implemented
by
Matlab/Simulink software, had been established by
using the governing equivalent electrical and
mechanical equations. Fig. 7 shows the completed
simulation model of AC PM model
In theory, all the dynamic behaviours of AC PM
contactor could be characterized directly by two
independent variables, such as the displacement of
armature and coil current. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
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show all time-varying waveforms of the armature
displacement and coil current during the closing,
holding and opening processes obtained by
simulation model was matched with those ones by
contactor prototype well. As shown in Fig. 8(b), a
larger coil-current difference was produced between
the measured coil current and the simulated coil
current from t 0.04 sec to t 0.055 sec . This
was mainly caused by some small mechanical
friction forces of contactor to be ignored. When the
operating state of AC PM contactor had entered into
holding process, we could see that the coil current
was near to zero due to the applied AC voltage
source was removed. Only a little input electrical
energy will be absorbed by the ECU. This is the
reason why the AC PM contactor has an outstanding
energy-saving performance than the other
electromagnetic contactors. Figures 8(e) and 8(f)
showed the displacement of armature and coil
current of AC PM contactor during the opening
process. The coil current first produced by a
maximum negative peak value was used to generate
a sufficient electromagnetic force for overcoming
the holding force produced by permanent magnet.
Shortly, the current flowing through the opening
coil was then attenuated exponentially to zero
because the disengagement of contacts had been
completed. To reduce the opening arcs produced
between movable contacts and fixed contacts, the
total opening time duration of AC PM contactor
should be controlled as little as possible.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig 7. Shows the simulation model of AC PM
contactor

(d)
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advancing to check whether the opening process of
AC PM contactor was actually produced. The pin
RB2 of microcontroller became logical high level
and delayed for t 3 time if yes. Similarly, the high
logical signal in pin RB3 of microcontroller was
generated for assisting the ECU to complete the
opening process of AC PM contactor safely.
During the closing process, Fig. 10 showed that
those corresponding time-varying forces imposed
upon armature under different closing phase angles
of AC voltage source. The curve showed that when
the closing phase angle of applied AC voltage
source was set to 30 degree, the resultant magnetic
force would be larger than those produced by other
closing phase angles. The time-varying velocity of
armature of AC PM contactor shown in Fig. 10(c)
depicted that moving velocity or kinetic energy of
armature before two contacts impact were near 0.8
m/s. The total closing time of contact at 30 degree
was obviously shorter than the other cases.
Moreover, as those displacement curves of armature
shown in Fig. 10(b), the closing process of AC PM
contactor would be completed within time interval
0.01~0.012 second. However, there is a common
and important feature occurs after the movable
contact the first time touches the fixed contact, the
armature would be accelerated by various
accelerations. This result represents the linear
momentum of movable contact after two contacts
impact would be dissipated by various rate. This
was also the reason why the bounce duration of AC
PM contactor was commonly fewer than that of
conventional AC EM contactor. As the moving
velocity curves of armature were simulated over a
period of possible closing phase angle and shown in
Fig. 10(d), they were often higher than that in AC
EM contactor. These results were generated by the
resultant electromagnetic force. It was produced by
the addition of original electromagnetic force and
holding force of permanent magnet. In addition, the
moving velocity curves of armature also showed
that they were a periodic function of the closing
phase angle of AC voltage source. The AC PM
contactor revealed that the period was 180 degree.
The moving velocity curve produced at closing
phase angle equals 55 degree would lead to a
minimum kinetic energy ( E k (mv 2 ) / 2 ) for AC
PM contactor. In contrast, an optimal closing phase
angle of conventional AC EM contactor also existed
at near 0 degree. Of course, this special closing
phase angle of applied AC voltage source would
also result in minimizing the kinetic energy of
armature of AC EM contactor during the closing
process as well.

(e)

(f)
Fig. 8. Time-varying waveforms of both armature
displacement and coil current during the (a) closing
process, (b) holding process, and (c) opening
process.

5.2. Moving velocity control of armature
As mentioned above, in addition to the basic
mechanism of AC PM contactor must be equipped
with a permanent magnet on armature; an ECU is
also needed and used to control the operation of
contactor under different operating processes.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the typical timing
sequences of AC PM contactor that is operated in
the closing process and opening processes,
respectively. Figure 9(c) demonstrates an
incorporated control flow chart of microcontroller.
Note that these function of microcontroller have
already been built in ECU. Figure 9(a) depicts that
microcontroller should first sample the zero crossing
point of AC applied voltage source. A closing phase
angle of the AC PM contactor was selected. Namely,
AC PM contactor was assumed to be triggered by
pin RB1 of microcontroller at point B and operated
in the closing process. The closing period of the AC
PM contactor was maintained by t 2 time. During the
opening process, the zero AC voltage source was
made sure, and then 1 msec time delay was set for
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Fig. 9. AC PM contactor: (a) command sequences during the closing process (b) command sequences during
the opening process, and (c) flow chart of microcontroller software.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 10. Time-varying curves of (a) magnetic force, (b) armature displacement, (c) armature velocity, and (c)
the angle-varying curve of moving velocity.
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lower voltage value of voltage source was
applied.

5.3 Comparison of energy saving
Energy-saving characteristic offered by the AC PM
contactor is one of its important advantages. As
listed in Table 1, both AC PM contactor and AC
EM contactor are assumed to be operated in the
holding process for one year. The total energy is
dissipated by AC PM contactor is only 27% of that
by AC EM contactor. Moreover, the number of coils
equals 2000 turns, which is approximately half of
the currently needed coil windings of AC EM
contactor.
Table 1. Compare the energy-saving performance
of AC EM contactor with AC PM contactor.
Item
EM type
PM type
220
220
Applied voltage (V)
0.0791
0.0138
Coil current (A)
17.402
3.036
Volt-Ampere (VA)
152.44152
26.59536
Total energy (KWH)
457.32456
79.78608
Fee (NT dollars)

(a)

5.4 Evaluation of bouncing reduction
The designed testing rig had been established and is
shown in Fig. 11(a). The effects of the proposed
bounce reduction technique upon the AC PM
contactor were carried out on the testing rig by a
series of experiments. One of the three pairs of
contact was connected with a circuit including a dc
voltage source E and a fixed resistor Rt, If the
voltage Vt across the measuring resistor was set to E
the contacts close together; otherwise, the voltage Vt
across the measuring resistor would be set to zero
voltage. There were three types of voltage source:
85%, 100%, and 110% of rated voltage source.
They acted as the typical testing voltages of the AC
PM contactor in the testing rig, respectively. Aiming
at AC PM contactor and AC EM contactor, ten
times of closing sequence were conducted and
recorded under each of the three testing voltage. For
each testing condition, the arithmetic mean of the
bouncing times of contact was calculated and is
shown in Table 2. Some important conclusions are
made based on the above testing results.
(1) Comparing bouncing duration of contact of AC
PM contactor with that of AC EM contactor, we
can see that AC PM contactor is better.
(2) For any type of contactor, the bouncing duration
when a higher value of voltage source was
applied would be longer than that of when a

ISSN: 1109-2777

(b)
Fig. 11. Shows (a) a testing rig for measuring the
bouncing duration of contact after two contacts
impact (b) measured results.
Table 2. Comparisons of average bouncing duration
of a pair of contacts after collision for both AC PM
contactor and AC EM contactor
Applied AC
Average bouncing duration
voltage source
(ms)
(Nominal value
EM
PM
equals 220V)
contactor
contactor
1.556
0.832
85%
1.568
1.012
100%
1.620
1.088
110%
Percentage of
38.19%
bounce reduction
(3) The difference of bounce reduction percentage

between AC EM contactor and AC PM
contactor was near 38%.
(4) If both AC PM contactor and AC EM contactor
were assumed to be applied same value of AC
voltage source, generally, the bounce-reduction
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pp.188 –192, Sept. 2006.
[7] Z. Xu and P. Zhang, Intelligent control
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[8] T. Furusho, T. Nishi and M. Konishi, Distributed
optimization
method
for
simultaneous
production scheduling and transportation routing
in semiconductor fabrication bays, Int. J. of
Innovative Computing, Information and Control,
vol.4, no.3, pp.559-578, 2008.
[9] Y. Hirashima, A Q-learning system for container
transfer scheduling based on shipping order at
container terminals, Int. J. of Innovative
Computing, Information and Control, vol.4, no.3,
pp.547-558, 2008.
[10] H. Chu, K. Tsai and W. Chang, Fuzzy control
of active queue management routers for
transmission control protocol networks via timedelay affine Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models, Int. J.
of Innovative Computing, Information and
Control, vol.4, no.2, pp.291-312, 2008.
[11] A.G. Espinosa, J.-R.R Ruiz and X.A. Morera,
A sensorless method for controlling the closure
of a contactor, IEEE Trans. on Magnetics,
vol.43, pp.3896-3903, Oct. 2007.
[12] M.Z. Rong, J.Y. Lou, Y.Y. Liu and J. Li, Static
and dynamic analysis for contactor with a new
type of permanent magnet actuators, IEICE
Trans. on Electronics, vol.E89-C, no.8, pp.12101216, Aug. 2006.
[13] S.H. Fang and H.Y. Lin, Magnetic field
analysis and control circuit design of permanent
magnet actuator for AC contactor, in Proc. 8th
Int. Conf. Electrical Machines and Systems, pp
280-283, 2005.
[14] S.H. Fang, H.Y. Lin, C.F. Yang, X.P. Liu and
J.A. Guo, Comparison evaluation for permanent
magnet arrangements of AC permanent magnet

performance obtained by former case was often
superior to latter case.
(5) Angle-varying
maximum,
average,
and
minimum bounce-duration curves obtained by
each testing value of the AC voltage source
were shown in Fig. 11(b). The average bounceduration curve clearly indicated that a minimum
moving velocity of armature would be occurred
at near 40 degree. Therefore, these experimental
results shown in Fig. 11(b) are in agreement
well with those simulation results shown in Fig.
10(d).

6 Conclusion
An AC PM contactor with ECU controlled actuator
is presented here and its main advantages include
energy saving and no noise pollution, and voltagesag immunity etc. By arranging a permanent magnet
on armature, all operations of the AC PM contactor
are automatically controlled by the ECU. There is
no any operating change for those people who are
used to the conventional ac EM contactor. But
several key problems generally produced by
conventional ac EM contactor are then overcome.
Based on selecting an optimal closing phase angle
of the applied ac voltage source, movable contact of
contactor engages with its fixed contact by a
minimum kinetic energy. Comparing the bouncing
duration and energy-saving performance of the
proposed ac PM contactor with the conventional AC
EM contactor have been validated through some
simulation and experimental tests. The bounce
duration after two contacts collision during the
closing process is then reduced significantly. The
amount of dissipated electrical energy by AC PM
contactor is reduced obviously. In addition, the
lifespan of contactor contacts is prolonged and their
operating reliability as well.
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